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	Developers of all levels can now easily develop custom, responsive, and rich web application clients with secure, scalable servers utilizing relational databases and RESTful services using WaveMaker Studio. Whether you need a departmental business application or a form application for your weekend club, this book will show you how to design, develop, and deploy professional grade web applications with WaveMaker.


	Easy Web Development with WaveMaker will help you use WaveMaker to design, develop, and deploy rich, responsive web applications, even if you are not a programmer. If you need to build a data-driven web application, but you only know ‘enough to be dangerous,’ you need this book.


	This book examines every angle of using WaveMaker to build applications, from dissecting examples to customizing, deploying, and debugging your own applications.


	This book enables the non-professional programmer to become comfortable not only with using WaveMaker Studio itself, but also with the artefacts produced by the studio as well as the runtime and services provided by the WaveMaker framework. You will learn everything, from how customize the user experience with JavaScript and CSS to integrating with custom Java services and the Spring Framework server-side.


	Easy Web Development with WaveMaker 6.5 is packed with examples, code samples, screenshots, and links to equip you to be successful with WaveMaker Studio.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Design better performing, more usable, and more scalable web applications that are easier to maintain using WaveMaker Studio
	
		Understand both the big picture and the file-by-file assembly of a WaveMaker application and the WaveMaker framework
	
		Rapidly generate forms, data models, and services from existing relational databases and web services
	
		Customize the generated application and add complex custom features using standard technologies including CSS, JavaScript, and Java
	
		Diagnose and debug problems in applications using the Chrome developer tools and the Eclipse debugger
	
		Secure applications by developing an understanding of how security is applied and leverage that understanding to be confident in the results
	
		Understand the deployment options and requirements for WaveMaker applications, from the desktop to the cloud
	
		Access and leverage the underlying Dojo Toolkit and Spring Framework to build custom solutions to enterprise problems



	Approach


	Written as a practical Packt tutorial, this essential reference will help you use WaveMaker to design, develop, and deploy rich, responsive web applications.
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The Wolf of Wall StreetBantam, 2008

	Now a major motion picture directed by Martin Scorsese and starring Leonardo DiCaprio

	

	NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	 

	By day he made thousands of dollars a minute. By night he spent it as fast as he could, on drugs, sex, and international globe-trotting. From the binge that sank a...
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The Modern C# Challenge: Become an expert C# programmer by solving interesting programming problemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn advanced C# concepts and techniques such as building caches, cryptography, and parallel programming by solving interesting programming challenges

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain useful insights on advanced C# programming topics and APIs
	
			Use locking and cached values to solve...
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Oracle Business Intelligence 11g R1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here's an opportunity to learn all the key elements of the OBIEE 11g suite by doing tasks rather than just reading. Packed with practical recipes, it empowers you to create complex analytical reports with minimum effort.


	Overview

	
		Improve the productivity of business intelligence solution to satisfy...
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Mobile Computing Deployment and Management: Real World Skills for CompTIA Mobility+ Certification and BeyondSybex, 2015

	Mobile computing skills are becoming standard in the IT industry


	Mobile Computing Deployment and Management: Real World Skills for CompTIA Mobility+ Certification and Beyond is the ultimate reference for mobile computing. Certified Wireless Network Expert Robert J. Bartz guides IT and networking professionals through...
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IPod+iTunes for Windows and MAC in a SnapSams Publishing, 2005
You're driving to work and your favorite new song comes on the radio. A few hours later, you find yourself humming the tune as you work on reports. By the end of the day, your coworkers want to muzzle you because now they all also have that song stuck in their heads. Time for some new music? All you need is an iPod and ...
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OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I Exam Guide (Exams 1Z0-808)McGraw-Hill, 2017

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.


	Up-to-date coverage of every topic on the Java 8 SE Programmer I exam


	Prepare for the OCA Java SE 8...
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